
Our growing company is hiring for a market manager. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for market manager

To assist with building strategic partnership with identified organizations on
marketing efforts
Ability to oversee and manage financial profitability of the market and
specific budget required to effectively manage the market
Prepare gap closure options and identify A&C / trade budget spend needs
with Sales and Activation
Helps drive new sales and renewals across regions and segments by creating
analytics and developing customer-ready support materials in conjunction
with marketing
Ensures overall sales performance are met and exceeded
Develops analytics for regional specific programs and opportunities in
conjunction with MD team
Serves as a liaison between various stakeholders in marketing, product, and
sales
Serves as a subject matter expert recommending products for new, renewal,
and upsell opportunities
Uses data to develop reports for product managers and other business
partners, using available tools
Drive information gathering and development of key management reports
such as market overview for BSR / BFR, Development Pool and monthly
market report to the Leadership Team
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Build a collaborative culture based on business development with unmatched
client service
Ability to identify and attract high-performance sales talent and build a
successful team to ensure continued top-line growth
Recognized performer with inexhaustible energy, strong goal-orientation and
ability to coach team members at all levels to maximize their abilities
Inventory yield management
A solutions based thinker in management of budgeting, strategic account
planning and extensive understanding of financial statements including
budget and P&L
Steady progression as a sales leader and reputation as one of the “best” in
the broadcast business


